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Abstract
Background: Near-road exposures of traffic-related air pollutants have been receiving increased attention due to
evidence linking emissions from high-traffic roadways to adverse health outcomes. To date, most epidemiological
and risk analyses have utilized simple but crude exposure indicators, most typically proximity measures, such as the
distance between freeways and residences, to represent air quality impacts from traffic. This paper derives and
analyzes a simplified microscale simulation model designed to predict short- (hourly) to long-term (annual average)
pollutant concentrations near roads. Sensitivity analyses and case studies are used to highlight issues in predicting
near-road exposures.
Methods: Process-based simulation models using a computationally efficient reduced-form response surface
structure and a minimum number of inputs integrate the major determinants of air pollution exposures: traffic
volume and vehicle emissions, meteorology, and receptor location. We identify the most influential variables and
then derive a set of multiplicative submodels that match predictions from “parent” models MOBILE6.2 and
CALINE4. The assembled model is applied to two case studies in the Detroit, Michigan area. The first predicts
carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations at a monitoring site near a freeway. The second predicts CO and PM2.5
concentrations in a dense receptor grid over a 1 km
2 area around the intersection of two major roads. We analyze
the spatial and temporal patterns of pollutant concentration predictions.
Results: Predicted CO concentrations showed reasonable agreement with annual average and 24-hour
measurements, e.g., 59% of the 24-hr predictions were within a factor of two of observations in the warmer
months when CO emissions are more consistent. The highest concentrations of both CO and PM2.5 were predicted
to occur near intersections and downwind of major roads during periods of unfavorable meteorology (e.g., low
wind speeds) and high emissions (e.g., weekday rush hour). The spatial and temporal variation among predicted
concentrations was significant, and resulted in unusual distributional and correlation characteristics, including
strong negative correlation for receptors on opposite sides of a road and the highest short-term concentrations on
the “upwind” side of the road.
Conclusions: The case study findings can likely be generalized to many other locations, and they have important
implications for epidemiological and other studies. The reduced-form model is intended for exposure assessment,
risk assessment, epidemiological, geographical information systems, and other applications.
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The use of geocoded data and geographical information
systems (GIS) has rapidly becoming routine practice in
many types of environmental analyses, including risk
assessment and environmental epidemiology. Most stu-
dies have used surrogates of pollutant exposure, includ-
ing proximity measures such as the distance from
residences or schools to highways or Superfund sites.
While easy to display and analyze within a GIS, proxi-
mity is at best a crude surrogate of exposure since it
incompletely accounts for the nature of emission
sources, effects of meteorology, orographic features and
other factors that affect pollutant emissions, transport,
fate and exposure. Further, quantitative exposure esti-
mates are not obtained [1]. Relatively few studies have
used emission and dispersion models to predict expo-
sures to ambient air pollutants. Such models, which can
predict spatially- and temporally-resolved concentra-
tions, have the potential to improve exposure estimates
and facilitate new types of analyses.
Approaches for estimating air pollutant exposures
from roadways have been reviewed by Lipfert and
Wyzga [2] and HEI [3]. As mentioned, most studies
have used proximity as a surrogate of exposure, most
often the distance between the subject’s residence and
highway, although several studies have used other mea-
sures, e.g., traffic intensity [4]. While quite easy to derive
within GIS framework, a significant drawback of proxi-
mity and traffic intensity measures is the potential for
biased and misclassified exposure estimates since such
measures do not consider effects of meteorology, vehicle
emissions, and time-activity patterns of the study sub-
jects, e.g., time spent away from the location considered.
Moreover, such measures are unlikely to properly
account for the small scale variation in pollutant con-
centrations [1].
Simulation models have been used to evaluate near-
roadway impacts of traffic-related air pollution in a vari-
ety of applications [5-10]. These models utilize emission
and dispersion components, the latter typically based on
the Gaussian plume equation. Such models can be data-
intensive, requiring data on pollutant emissions, emis-
sion source and roadway configurations, meteorological
conditions, and land use parameters. CALINE4 is one of
t h em o r ep o p u l a rG a u s s i a n - b a s e dl i n es o u r c em o d e l s
[11]. With appropriate input data, simulation models
can be used to predict short- and long-term air pollu-
tion concentrations at desired locations called “recep-
tors,” and multiple receptors can be used to represent
spatial and temporal gradients at regional, urban and
local scales. The development of the site-specific emis-
sion information that “drives” such models is not trivial.
Vehicle emissions depend on many factors, including
the number, speed, type and age of vehicles, all of which
can vary significantly over the course of a day.
Emission/dispersion models do not require data from
existing pollutant monitoring sites to estimate near-road
concentrations and exposures, although such informa-
t i o nm a yb eu s e dt oe s t i m a t et h e“background” compo-
nent of concentrations contributed by other “local” and
“regional” emission sources, i.e., those not explicitly
modeled because they are distant, too numerous, or too
difficult to simulate. The drawbacks of dispersion
models include, among others, extensive input data
requirements, errors due to unmeasured variability in
emissions and other parameters, the need for accurate
locational information, simplified and possibly unrealis-
tic model assumptions; the relevance of the background
estimates, and a need for validation.
Another type of process-based modeling uses compu-
tational fluid dynamic (CFD) models [12]. Based on the
Navier-Stokes equations, such models are useful for esti-
mating short-term dispersion of plumes, especially in
areas containing obstacles like large buildings and com-
plex terrain, and with calm or very light winds, a situa-
tion when other types of models perform poorly.
However, CFD models are especially demanding in
terms of data inputs and computational requirements,
and they are not immune to many of the other draw-
backs just discussed for dispersion models.
A fourth and recent approach for estimating air pollu-
tant exposures, called “land use regression” (LUR) mod-
els, fit concentrations measured at multiple sites using
statistical models and land characteristics, traffic and
other data as independent variables, which then are
used to predict pollutant concentrations at other sites
[13]. The primary advantage of LUR models is their
ability to characterize small-scale variations in urban
settings without the need for detailed (and accurate)
emission information. However, these models are area-
specific and cannot be reliably extrapolated to areas
with different topography, land uses, emission types, etc.
Since monitored pollutant levels are used as the depen-
dent variable in the regression model, they also require
a network of air sampling sites and historical data. LUR
models have been used to estimate only long-term
concentrations.
This paper focuses on near-road exposures of traffic-
related air pollutants, which have been receiving
increased attention due to evidence linking emissions
from high-traffic roadways to asthma aggravation,
impaired lung function, increased cardiovascular mortal-
ity, increased all-cause mortality, and other adverse
health effects [3,14,15]. The development of relatively
simple, reliable and “user-friendly” models that can be
easily linked to a GIS or used in other analyses would
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tions of pollution concentrations.
The first objective of this paper is to develop a
streamlined model for microscale analyses, specifically,
to predict short- and long-term air pollution concentra-
tions of carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter
below 2.5 μmd i a( P M 2.5) and other air pollutants near
roads that match widely-used and validated emission
and dispersion models. The reduced-form model has
several advantages over existing models, including the
ability to predict concentrations for an arbitrarily large
number of receptors and time periods, fast computa-
tions, and relatively limited data needs. All of this can
facilitate use of the model in exposure assessment, epi-
demiology and risk assessment applications, especially if
predictions are needed for a large number of receptors
and/or road segments. Also, the simple form of the
reduced-form model permits easily incorporation into
GIS and other applications. The second objective of this
paper is to identify critical variables, exposure patterns
and knowledge gaps that should be recognized in expo-
sure and risk assessment applications addressing near-
road exposures.
The paper is organized as follows. We first review
approaches for estimating exposures from vehicles. The
development of reduced-form submodels to simulate
emissions and dispersion is then described. This involves
the use of response surface techniques for key variables,
which are assembled in a modular fashion to facilitate
development and verification. Sensitivity analyses iden-
tify critical variables and illustrate the model’sb e h a v i o r .
We then select key variables and derive parameteriza-
tions for the reduced-form model. The assembled model
is demonstrated using two case studies. The first com-
pares predictions of CO to concentrations monitored
near a major freeway. The second highlights issues in
exposure assessment by predicting CO and PM2.5 con-
centrations in an area surrounding a major freeway and
an arterial road. These applications show several surpris-
ing and important results regarding the distribution,
spatial and temporal variability of concentration predic-
tions. We close on comments regarding implications for




The first of two submodels, which predicts hourly esti-
mates of vehicle emission rates, is based on MOBILE6.2
model, a macroscopic model developed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency that is widely used in
emission inventory and dispersion modeling applica-
tions. Model predictions are based on emission tests
using standard driving cycles designed to represent
typical driving patterns along different types of roads,
e.g., freeway, arterial, ramp and local roads [16]. Our
goals were to match MOBILE6.2 predictions given the
information that is typically available for mobile source
modeling, to incorporate the major factors that affect
vehicle emissions, and to strike a reasonable balance
between simplicity and the ability to predict emissions.
We were primarily concerned with exposures near large
roads, i.e., freeways and arterials, and did not examine
idling, cold start, and other types of emissions. This task
was facilitated by previous sensitivity analyses that have
identified critical model inputs, including those using
conditions relevant to the Detroit case study [9,17].
After selecting critical inputs, we used a set of lookup
tables for emission factors organized by year and pollu-
tant, taken directly from MOBILE6.2 outputs, and then
estimated emissions on the segment by scaling up the
emission factors by the road’s vehicle mix and volume.
Dispersion modeling
The second submodel was developed to represent
CALINE4, a line-source Gaussian plume dispersion
model originally developed by the California Depart-
ment of Transportation to predict 1- and 8-hr CO con-
centrations at pre-determined receptor positions near
roadways [11]. The model can also simulate formation
and dispersion of NO2, using a simple set of reactions
to predict its formation from precursors NO and O3,
and PM, using algorithms to model deposition and set-
tling processes. Required inputs include roadway geome-
try, hourly surface meteorology, traffic volume and
emission rates. Individual highway segments are divided
into a series of elements, each modeled as an “equiva-
lent” finite line source that is normal to the wind direc-
tion and centered at the element’s midpoint, from which
incremental concentrations are computed and summed
to predict the concentrations at designated receptors.
We derived a reduced-form dispersion submodel using
multiplicative parametric equations that are simple to
implement and solve, essentially representing a response
surface analysis for individual processes in the model.
The CALINE4 documentation includes sensitivity ana-
lyses for selected model inputs [11]. To guide the devel-
opment of the reduced-form model, we performed
sensitivity analyses for key parameters that were indivi-
dually varied over a wider range than analyzed pre-
viously, while other parameters were maintained at
nominal values. Figure 1 defines several of the para-
meters used in this analysis. Road alignment angle R is
defined from north with a range of 0 to 180° (e.g., 90° =
east-west alignment). Receptors are defined with respect
to the road by distance x (m) measured normal from
the road centerline. Wind angle θ is defined for a given
receptor such that θ =0 °i n d i c a t e st h a tt h ew i n di s
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upwind of the road; θ = 90° or 270° are winds parallel to
the road; and θ = 180° is again for a wind perpendicular
to the road, but this time the receptor is downwind.
Most of CALINE4 analyses used 1 hr runs, a straight
roadway element 2 km in length, flat surrounding terrain,
a set of receptors aligned normal to the road at the seg-
ment’s center, downwind distances from 15 to 300 m at
15 m intervals, and a receptor height of 1.8 m. The nom-
inal case also assumed: mixing height = 500 m; ambient
temperature = 15°C; background concentration = 0 ppm;
atmospheric stability category (SC) = D (the most com-
mon case); wind speed = 4 m s
-1; vehicle volume =
10,000 vehicles hr
-1; road at grade level; mixing zone
width = 30 m, and an artificially high emission rate to
obtain sufficient precision in model outputs. Model pre-
dictions were subsequently adjusted to derive concentra-
tions for a nominal emission rate of 1 g km
-1.T h e
sensitivity analysis varied the following inputs: each SC A
through F (for this, we used a wind speed of 2 m s
-1 since
S CFi sn o td e f i n e da t4ms
-1) ;w i n ds p e e d so f1 ,2 ,4 ,6 ,
8, 10 and 12 m s
-1; wind angles from 0 to 180° in 10°
increments, sufficient given the symmetry of the pro-
blem; vehicle volumes from 1,000 to 15,000 vehicles hr
-1
i ni n c r e m e n t so f2 , 0 0 0 ;t h er o a da tg r a d e ,6mb e l o w
grade, and as a bridge 6 m above grade; mixing heights of
25, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 m; and mixing zone
widths of 20, 30 and 45 m. Predicted concentrations at
each downwind distance were graphically displayed. Pre-
vious sensitivity analyses have examined wind direction
variability, surface roughness, deposition velocity, high-
way geometry (including width, height, length), and other
factors [11]. These can be important in special cases, but
they generally represent secondary influences.
Reduced-form dispersion model
A reduced-form dispersion model using analytical
expressions was derived that obtained comparable pre-
dictions to CALINE4, guided by the results of the sensi-
tivity analysis. A multiplicative and modular model
structure using sub-models for each major input para-
meter was selected, thus allowing easy updates. We
attempted to strike a balance between reproducing
CALINE4’s output exactly, using readily available data,
and keeping calculations fast and simple, and we main-
tained those inputs that changed predicted concentra-
tions by more than 10 or 15%. This criterion applies
only to the nominal conditions modeled, e.g., flat ter-
rain, and road at grade level. Generally, input para-
meters making smaller differences were omitted. A
variety of model structures for the submodels were eval-
uated, including exponential, power law and polynomial
regression models, among others, and parameter coeffi-
cients were estimated using maximum likelihood esti-
mates and non-linear Newton gradient search
procedures.
Like other Gaussian dispersion models, calm winds
cannot be accurately modeled. We set the minimum
wind speed to 0.5 m s
-1. For calms, no calculations were
attempted (the hour’s concentration was recorded as not
available). Daily averages were calculated if at least half
of the hourly observations were available.
Model evaluation
We first verified the reduced-form model by examining
inter-model agreement using correlations, relative
errors, absolute relative error statistics, and scatter plots.
The performance of the reduced-form model was evalu-
ated over the full range of input parameters. Next, we
conducted a limited evaluation of the reduced-form
model by comparing hourly and daily average predic-
tions to CO measurements for the year 2004 at the
Allen Park, Michigan monitoring site, which is operated
by the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality
(MDEQ). The site was selected due to its proximity to
both a major freeway and a permanent traffic recorder
(PTR), which records hourly traffic volume. The site is
17 km SW of downtown Detroit in a flat and largely
tree-free area, just north of Goddard Road and 150 m
SE of interstate I75, which oriented at 40° (although it
curves just S of the site). The surrounding land use is
primarily residential, although there are various com-
mercial and industrial facilities within 5 km of the site.
CO is monitored using U.S. EPA approved instrumenta-
tion (DASIBI 3008 analyzer). Surface meteorological
observations are also collected at this site. For 2004, the
annual average daily traffic (AADT) near the monitoring
site was 101,000 vehicles day
-1, and the commercial
average daily traffic (CADT) was 13,500 vehicles day
-1.
Figure 1 Depiction of road and receptor coordinate system for
arbitrary road and wind directions.
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surements to account for egress of vehicles prior to the
Allen Park location, which is 3.5 km from the PTR
[18]). We obtained hourly CO, meteorological, and PTR
data for 2004. Most (> 95%) of the CO and meteorologi-
cal data were available; traffic count data had lower
availability (74%). After row-wise eliminations (including
calms), 6,046 hours, representing 263 days with most
data available, were available. We predicted CO hourly
and daily CO concentrations using the reduced-form
model, the monitored traffic flow, the regional 2004
vehicle age distribution, the local vehicle mix [17], and
the Allen Park meteorological data. Due to some local
features that appeared to influence wind direction, pri-
m a r i l yal i n eo ft r e e s2 5mN ,w eu s e dh o u r l yw i n d
direction data from the local airport, located 18 km to
the west of the monitoring site.
Detroit case study
To demonstrate a more complex application, we mod-
eled a 1 km
2 area of Detroit, Michigan around the inter-
section of a freeway (M39, the Southfield Expressway)
and arterial road (M5, Grand River). We set up a rec-
tangular receptor grid consisting of 43 rows by 41 col-
umns on 25 m centers (1935 receptors; Additional file
1: figure S1). Hourly traffic volume, speed and emission
rates were estimated for the two roads and each vehicle
class used in MOBILE6.2, based on weekday road-speci-
fic volume measurements, and the regional traffic mix
(which distinguishes road type [19]. We adjusted the
hourly volumes for Saturday, Sunday and holiday peri-
ods using factors derived from the hourly year-round
PTR measurements on I-75 (described previously) since
traffic volume measurements for the two roads were
available for only weekday periods. Hourly meteorologi-
cal data was obtained from the local airport, located 23
km SW of the study region. We then used the reduced-
form model to predict CO and PM2.5 concentrations at
each receptor for each hour in 2004, which were pro-
cessed into daily averages. Annual average and selected
percentile concentrations were examined and plotted, as
were “best case” and “worst case” conditions, selected
on the basis of the lowest and highest concentration
averaged across the modeled domain.
Results
Sensitivity analysis of MOBILE6.2
Results from previous sensitivity analyses have shown
that MOBILE6.2 emissions are most sensitive to several
inputs [11,20]:
￿ Vehicle speed is a strong predictor. Figure 2 shows
vehicle emissions as a function of speed using highway
and arterial vehicle mixes in the Detroit case study and
winter temperatures. CO and NOx emissions show the
classical “U-shaped” emission curve; PM2.5 emissions are
unaffected by vehicle speed. Road type influenced CO
and NOx (discussed below). Light duty gas vehicles
(LDGVs), which represented 45 - 48% of the total traffic
volume (and more on arterials) emitted 59% of the CO,
20 - 26% of the NOx (more on arterials) and 56% of the
HC. Heavy duty diesel vehicles (HDDVs), which repre-
sented 7 - 11% of the traffic (more on freeways),
account for 45 - 55% of the NOx (more on freeways),
and 69 - 75% of the PM2.5 (more on freeways). The
other vehicle classes contributed the remainder of emis-
sions, particularly light duty gas trucks.
￿ V e h i c l et y p ei si m p o r t a n t ,e . g . ,H Ca n dC Oe m i s -
s i o n sa r eh i g h e s tf o rh e a v yd u t yg a s o l i n ev e h i c l e s
(HDGVs), while HDDVs dominate NOx emissions and
PM2.5 emissions.
￿ Vehicle age distribution, which differs by region and
year modeled, is a key predictor. In comparison to the
U.S. average, the Detroit area age distribution (newer
than the national average) gave 2010 emission rates that
were lower than the national average by 41% for VOCs
in summer; 18% for NOx in summer, and 27% for CO
in winter [17]. Comparing annual averages from 2004 to
2006, CO emission rates dropped by 15% (freeways) to
19% (arterials), and by 20% for PM2.5. These effects are
caused by the retirement of older and more polluting
vehicles.
￿ Road type shows limited sensitivity, particularly for
newer vehicles. Emission rates for freeways, arterials,
ramps and local roads for the 2010 vehicle age distribu-
tion were similar for all pollutants except CO, where
Figure 2 Estimated composite vehicle emission rates as
function of speed, averaged over vehicle mix in the case study
on both freeways (FW) and arterial roads (ART). Uses winter
emission rates.
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where CO emissions are about 10% lower, as compared
to freeways and arterial roads. (Vehicle mix varies by
road type.)
￿ Ambient temperature’s effect depends on the pollu-
tant. VOC emissions are lowest at about 20°C and
increase 15-20% in both cold and warm temperatures.
With increasing temperatures, NOx decreases by about
20% and CO decreases by nearly a factor of two [17].
PM2.5 emissions are insensitive to temperature.
￿ Fuel parameters are important. Sulfur in fuel
strongly affects SO2 and PM emission rates. From 2000
to 2010, the default assumptions in MOBILE6.2 for sul-
fur content in gasoline dropped from 300 to 30 ppm;
for diesel, the model does not include default assump-
tions but levels have also dropped considerably, e.g.,
typical sulfur content in diesel fuels for 1995-2005 was
~500 ppm, dropping to 15 ppm beyond June 2006 due
to the heavy-duty diesel rule requirements. Other fuel
parameters can also be important, e.g., Reid vapor pres-
sure strongly affects evaporative (but not tailpipe) emis-
sions of VOCs.
The model is generally insensitive to relative humidity,
trip length, and the number of starts per day (for on-
road emissions).
Reduced-form sub-model for road segment emissions
Based on the available information and sensitivity ana-
lyses, we decided to maintain information regarding
vehicle speed, vehicle age distribution, vehicle type, traf-
fic volume, ambient temperature, and fuel sulfur content
in the reduced-form model. We used constant and
default values for other parameters, including road type
and relative humidity, to which the model demonstrated
very limited sensitivity.
Information regarding traffic volume, vehicle speed,
age distribution and vehicle mix on specific road seg-
ments is generally is limited. In the case study area,
for example, available information included: hourly
measurements of traffic volume at multiple locations
on the major roads for a few weekdays; estimates of
vehicle age distributions across the Detroit area; esti-
mates of hourly vehicle mix on arterial and freeways,
also across the Detroit area; posted speed limits; and
speed estimates for four periods per weekday. We esti-
mated travel speeds on an hourly basis using the
Bureau of Public Road (BPR) method, one of the more
popular approaches [21]. The mean travel speed SI, T
(mph) for on a road segment or “segment I and hour
Ti s :
SS V C IT IF F IT I ,, , /( / ) =+ {} 1 
 (1)
where SI, FF = free flow speed limit on road segment I
(mph); VI, T =h o u r l yt r a f f i cv o l u m eo nt h es e g m e n ta t
hour T (vehicles hr
-1); CI = road capacity for the seg-
ment (vehicles hr
-1), estimated locally as 2000 vehicles
hr
-1 lane
-1 for freeways and 825 vehicles hr
-1 lane
-1 for
urban arterials;[19] a = coefficient ranging from 0.05 to
1; and b = power coefficient ranging from 4 to 11. Var-
ious a and b have been used, and values are often cali-
brated to reflect local conditions. We estimated
coefficients for the case study using speeds and volumes
measured during several morning and evening periods,
giving a = 0.1226 for the freeway, a = 1.00 for the arter-
ial, and b = 4.688. Generally, eq. 1 yields only small
decreases in speeds for roads below capacity, e.g., at
capacity, freeway speeds drop from 60 to 53.4 mph, and
urban arterial speeds drops from 35 to 17.5 mph. In the
case study, capacity was never reached, and speeds
never decreased by more than 5 mph from free flow
speeds, even at peak volumes.
The emission rate on weekdays for segment I at time
T, QI, T (g h
-1 km
-1), is determined as:
QV M Q DIT DIT K DIKT DKTS DIT ,, ,, ,, , , , , .
,, = 0 625 Σ (2)
where 0.625 = conversion to km from mi; VD, I, T =
total traffic flow for segment I, day D, and hour T (vehi-
cles hr
-1); MD, I, K, T = mix (fraction) of vehicles for
v e h i c l ec l a s sKo ns e g m e n tI ,d a yDa n dt i m eT ;Q D, K,
T, SD, I.T = emission rate (g mile
-1 vehicle
-1)f o rd a yD ,
vehicle class K, time T and segment speed SD, I, T
(mph); and SD, I, T = segment speed estimated using eq.
1. QD, K, T, SD, I.T was estimated using MOBILE6.2, the
assumed vehicle age distribution within the class (g
mile
-1 vehicle
-1), [19] and eight vehicle classes (LDVs,
light duty truck 1, light duty truck 2, light duty truck 3,
light duty truck 4, heavy duty truck, heavy duty bus, and
motorcycle). Since MOBILE6.2 predictions depend only
weakly on ambient temperature, we simplified the deri-
vation of QD, K, T, SI, T by estimating emissions season-
ally (rather than hourly) using ambient temperatures of
28.8, 51.1 and 72.3°C for winter, spring/fall and summer
seasons, respectively [19]. We predicted emissions every
5m p hf r o m5t o6 5m p hi ne a c hs e a s o n ,a n du s e da
lookup table to match the predictions closest to the seg-
ment’s estimated speed.
Hourly estimates of VD, I, T and MD, I, K, T are avail-
able for typical weekday periods, but generally not for
each hour of the year. We assume that the available pat-
tern holds for non-holiday weekdays throughout the
entire year. We developed three additional patterns to
represent Saturdays, Sundays and major U.S. holidays
(New Years Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day,
Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas). The total hourly
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weekends and holidays is:
VV F DIT W DIT DT ,, ,, , = 1 (3)
where VD, I, T = total volume for day type D (weekday,
Saturday, Sunday and holiday), segment I, and hour T
(vehicles hr
-1); VWD, I, T = total volume on typical week-
days on segment I at hour T; and F1D, T = adjustment fac-
tor for day type D and hour T. (F1D, T for weekdays = 1.)
F1D, T was calculated using hourly 2004 traffic counts
from the I-75 PTR (described previously), and values ran-
ged from 0.21 (early Sunday 8 am) to 1.37 (Saturday 1 am;
Table S1). To obtain hourly volumes for each vehicle class
(needed to estimate MD, I, K, T =V D, I, K, T /VD, I, T), we
used local data as follows. First, the unadjusted volume
was estimated as:
V* V F F DIKT DIT W DIKT DIKT ,, , ,, ,, , ,, , = 23 (4)
where V*D, I, K, T = unadjusted volume for day type D,
segment I, vehicle class K, and hour T (vehicles hr
-1); VD,
I, T = total volume from eq. 3; F2W D ,I ,K ,T= weekday
vehicle mix factor (dimensionless), representing the frac-
tion for segment I, vehicle type K and hour T; and F3D, H,
RT, VC = ratio (dimensionless) of traffic volume for day
type D, segment I, vehicle class K, and hour T to the
weekday volumes for the same I, K, and T. F2WD, I, K, T is
available for typical weekdays and typical road types (sup-
plemental Table S2). F3D, I, K, T was estimated from the
PTR data for Saturday, Sunday and holiday periods for
light and heavy duty vehicles (separately), and was
applied to both freeway and arterial roads. Lastly, results
were normalized to obtain the correct daily volume:
VV * V
V*
D,I,K,T D,I,K,T T D,I,T










12 4 18 , ,T}
−1 (5)
The effect of these adjustments is shown in Additional
file 1: figures S2 - S5). As examples: on weekends and
holidays, volumes are reduced overall and the morning
rush hour peak is eliminated; heavy duty-vehicles show
different patterns than the total volume, which is domi-
nated by LDVs; and truck volumes on non-weekday eve-
nings are particularly low. We also compared the
approach represented by eqs. (3-5) to the 13 classifica-
tions, mainly based on weight, given by the PTR.
Sensitivity analysis of CALINE4
Figure 3 depicts results of the sensitivity analysis, in
which individual parameters were varied from the
Figure 3 Predicted CO concentrations showing sensitivity to: A) atmospheric stability category; B) wind speed; C) mixing height; and
traffic volume. Unless otherwise modified, plots use nominal conditions (wind speed = 4 m s
-1, VPH = 10,000; emission rate = 300 g mi
-1; wind
angle = 180°). Panel A uses a wind speed of 2 m s
-1. Panel C uses a constant link emission rate.
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gest effect is seen at long distances from the roadway
(Figure 3A). For example, in comparison to concentra-
tions predicted under SC F (most stable giving the high-
est concentrations, concentrations under SC A (most
unstable) were 8% lower at a distance of 50 m, 23%
lower at 100 m, 31% at 150 m, and 47% lower at 300 m.
Changing the SC from A to F is the most extreme com-
parison possible, and in many areas, these two SCs are
uncommon (occurring less than 5% of the time). Predic-
tions for the more common SCs were similar, e.g.,
changes from F to B ranged were within 1 to 12% for
the same comparisons just discussed. We also note that
the greatest differences occurred at relatively large dis-
tances when roadway impacts are not likely to be large.
For these reasons, we conclude that SC has only moder-
ate influence on CALINE4 predictions. This conclusion
differs from point source modeling in which stability
category is one of the most sensitive parameters. Line
source models for vehicles are much less sensitive since
the amount of initial mixing induced by mechanical and
thermal turbulence is relatively large, which reduces the
importance of ambient stability near the roadway [11].
Additionally, crosswind (horizontal) dispersion para-
meters have small effects in line source models, and
both sources and receptors are near ground level and
thus always “in” the plume. Greater sensitivity to SC can
result in some cases, e.g., low traffic volumes when vehi-
cle-induced turbulence is less significant [11].
CALINE4 predictions strongly depend on wind angle,
and the highest concentrations outside the mixing zone
are produced by a wind angle of ~10° as measured from
the road centerline; the highest concentrations on the
roadway occur for winds parallel to the road [11].
(Results shown later in Figure 4A.)
Wind speed had a strong effect, e.g., predictions
dropped by 80% as winds increased from 1 to 10 m s
-1
(Figure 3B). Wind dilutes pollutants in an inverse
Figure 4 Comparison of CALINE model predictions (shown as solid lines) and reduced model predictions (shown as points) showing
effects of A) wind angle; B) wind speed; and C) traffic volume for four distances (30, 60, 120, 240 m) from the road. All plots use
nominal conditions (wind speed = 4 m s
-1, VPH = 10,000; emission rate = 300 g mi
-1; wind angle = 180°). Panel D plots concentrations from the
two models for all conditions showing 1:1 line and 15% error intervals.
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parameters also depend on wind speed, which slightly
weakens the dilution effect [11].
Higher traffic volume increases CALINE4 predictions
due to its proportional relationship with emission rates.
H o w e v e r ,t h ee f f e c to nc o n c e n t r a t i o n si sl e s st h a np r o -
portional since higher volumes also increase dilution
due to vehicle-induced heat fluxes that increase vertical
dispersion. The countervailing effect is stronger for
winds parallel to the road, and diminished for crosswind
conditions at locations outside of the mixing zone [11].
For the purpose of the sensitivity analysis, we held the
emission rates constant when changing traffic volume.
For example, a 10-fold increase in traffic (1,000 to
10,000 vehicles hr
-1) with winds perpendicular to the
road (wind angle = 180°; the nominal case in the sensi-
tivity analysis), concentrations at the curbside did not
change, but decreased by 17% at a distance of 100 m
and 22% at 300 m (Figure 3C). For winds nearly parallel
to the road (wind angle = 100°), the same change
decreased concentrations by 13% at the curbside and by
29% for distances from 90 to 300 m.
Concentrations were sensitive to road height, particu-
larly near-road receptors (Figure 3D). When the road-
way was depressed below grade, concentrations
decreased by 45% close to the road; the decrease was
smaller (17%) at long downwind distances. Depressed
roadways are simulated by increasing the residence time
in the mixing zone, which increases vertical mixing and
lowers concentrations. For elevated roads/bridges, con-
centrations are low at receptors very near the road, but
at longer distances, concentrations are identical to those
attained for roads at grade. This pattern results as
CALINE4 assumes uninterrupted wind flows beneath
the bridge, thus elevating the plume over near-road
receptors. The size of these effects depends on the verti-
cal distance above or below grade level.
Mixing height had virtually no effect on predicted con-
centration (Figure 3E). Vertical dispersion in the micro-
scale region is small relative to normal mixing height of
100 m or more, although sensitivity to mixing height
increases under unstable atmospheric conditions [11].
CALINE4 defines the mixing zone width as the road-
way width plus 3 m on both sides. Wider roads increase
the residence time and the initial horizontal distribution
of the source, enhancing both vertical and horizontal
dispersion [11]. However, this effect is more than offset
by the closer proximity of the mixing zone to the recep-
tor. Thus, wider mixing zones are associated with higher
concentrations (Figure 3F). For example, increasing the
mixing zone width from 30 to 45 m increased concen-
trations by 24%.
The CALINE4 sensitivity analysis was conducted using
CO, for which deposition and settling processes have
negligible effect [11]. However, these results should also
apply to PM2.5 emissions from vehicle exhaust, which
form very small particles (well below 1 μm in dia), since
these processes also will have only minor effects, at least
at the short distances considered [22]. Additional pro-
cesses sometimes relevant in modeling PM concentra-
tions include coagulation for the ultrafine fraction,
precipitation scavenging, entrainment of roadway dust,
and PM emissions from tire and brake wear.
Reduced-form dispersion submodel
We developed a reduced-model form of CALINE4 with
variable selection and structure based on the sensitivity
and additional analyses. Of the factors evaluated, we
deemed that mixing height and stability category had
only minor effects in most cases and did not warrant
inclusion. For simplicity, because information regarding
the roadway height above or below grade for complex
road networks is generally unavailable in GIS shape
files, and because effects were not large past about 100
m, we assumed that roads were at grade level. For simi-
lar reasons, we did not account for the mixing zone
width, and assumed a width of 30 m, which suits many
larger roads. We modeled the remaining parameters
using multiplicative submodels.
One of the more complex submodels fits concentra-
tion profiles from the road for each wind angle and
downwind distance, parameters that had large impacts
on predictions. After testing a number of expressions,
we found that a double exponential closely matched the
concentration profile seen for distances from 15 to
300 m for each wind angle. For a given wind angle,
wind speed, SC, traffic flow and vehicle mix, concentra-
tions could be predicted by:
Ck k X k k k X k X =− − +− − 13 2 46 5 exp[ ( )] exp[ ( )] (6)
where CX = predicted concentration (ppm) at distance
X( m ) ;k 1,k 2 and k3 = fitted coefficients representing
t h es c a l e ,o f f - s e ta n dd e c a yf o rt h ef i r s te x p o n e n t i a l
decay; and k4,k 5 and k6 = similar coefficients for the
second exponential decay. The two exponential terms
represent fast and slow decay processes. Typically, the
fast component was stronger and dropped off with a
half-distance x1/2 (distance for concentration to drop to
1/2 of the initial concentration) of 5 to 15 m, depending
on the wind angle. The slow component had a smaller
effect and half-distances from 30 to 150 m. Parameters
k1 to k6, shown in Table 1, were estimated for 18 wind
sectors (every 10° for wind angles from 0 to 170°). The
problem is symmetrical, e.g., a wind angle of 10° is
equivalent to 350°. Eq. 6 using the estimated parameters
matched CALINE4 predictions within 3% in most cases.
The largest differences (errors from 3 to 17%) occurred
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75 m.
A means to estimate wind angles for all possible road
and receptor geometries is needed. Referring to Figure
1, this was accomplished by considering road alignment
angle R, road-receptor distance x (m), wind angle θ, and
a new variable IW, which is an indicator variable set to 1
if the receptor is west of the road, and otherwise 0. The
wind angle is obtained as:
 =− + + + − 360 180 180 90 360  MOD   R  I W  I 1RW [( ) / ] (7)
where MOD1 = modulus function with a divisor of 1;
W=w i n dd i r e c t i o n( ° ) ;I W = indicator variable for west
direction; and IR = another indicator variable set to 1 if
the road alignment angle R exceeds 90° (IR =0o t h e r -
wise). As an example, Figure 1 depicts wind direction
W = 112.5° (ESE) and road alignment angle R = 135°
(SE-NW), for which θ = 247.5° for downwind receptor
A, and θ =6 7 . 5 °f o ru p w i n dr e c e p t o rB .W i n d sf r o m4 5
and 225° bring winds perpendicularly across the road to
receptors A and B, respectively (giving θ = 180° in both
cases).
Wind speed had an approximately inverse power law
relationship with concentrations
Ck U C U
k
U = = 7
8
4 (8)
where CU = concentration (ppm) at wind speed U (m
s
-1), k7 and k8 = estimated parameters, and CU=4=
concentration predicted at the nominal wind speed of
4ms
-1. Parameters k7 and k8 were estimated as 2.81
and -0.739, respectively, over the wind speeds (1 - 12
ms
-1) and distances (15 - 300 m) considered. This
model had an average absolute error of 3.3% for wind
speeds and distances from 45 to 300 m; very short dis-
tances (15 to 30 m) had larger errors, e.g., predictions
from 15% lower (for winds of 1 m s
-1)t o3 5 %h i g h e r
(12 m s
-1). These errors occurred at only the shortest
distances.
As mentioned, higher vehicle traffic increases vertical
dispersion, and the effect on concentration depends on
wind angle and downwind distance. We tried a number
of model forms and parameterizations, and attempted to
fit winds that were both perpendicular and parallel to
the road. The selected submodel is:
CE E C
kk V kk
VX V V V X ,, , , /
[ exp( ( )][ exp(
=×
−− − −
== 10 000 10 000
91 0 1 1 11 1 12 13 () ] xk − {}
(9)
where CV, X = concentration at vehicle volume V
(vehicles hr
-1) and downwind distance X (m);
CV = 10,000, X = concentration predicted for 10,000
vehicles hr
-1;E V and EV = 10,000 are the segment emis-
sion rates for volume V and 10,000 vehicles hr
-1;a n d
estimated parameters are k9 = 0.99898; k10 =
-0.000026515; k11 =10749; k12 = -0.027061; and k13 =
5.2826. The portion of eq. 9 within brackets predicts
the amount of enhanced or diminished dispersion
relative to that occurring with V = 10,000 vehicles
hr
–1, and its value ranges from 0.89 at high vehicle
flows and longer distances, to 1.29 at low vehicle
flows. This is somewhat smaller than the range pre-
dicted by CALINE4, 0.88 to 1.42, since eq. 9 does not
depend on wind angle. Still, this submodel performed
reasonably well with an average absolute relative error
o f3 . 4 % .T or e d u c ee r r o r s ,p a r a m e t e r si ne q .9c o u l d
be made a function of wind angle, but this complexity
did not seem warranted, especially since the largest
errors (8 - 12%) occurred at low traffic volumes
(< 2,000 vehicles hr
-1), which would normally yield
small concentrations.
Composite model and model evaluation
U s i n ge q s .6 ,8a n d9 ,am u l t i p l i c a t i v em o d e lw a s
assembled which contained 13 parameters and four input
variables (wind direction, wind speed, receptor distance
from roadway and traffic flow). Putting together the mul-
tiplicative components, the concentration CX, U, V (ppm)
Table 1 Estimated parameters that depend on wind




k1*k 2 k3 k4*k 5 k6
0 360 0.00000 0.00000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
10 350 0.00000 0.00000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
20 340 0.00000 0.00000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
30 330 0.00150 15.00000 1.000000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
40 320 0.00450 15.00000 1.000000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
50 310 0.00749 15.00000 1.000000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
60 300 0.01049 15.00000 1.000000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
70 290 0.01798 15.00000 1.000000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
80 280 0.04796 15.00000 1.000000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
90 270 0.17290 9.97114 0.006433 1.01566 12.00727 0.07714
100 260 0.21985 1.67889 0.003459 0.83589 14.95353 0.05500
110 250 0.20692 0.12304 0.003792 1.08186 2.38274 0.04362
120 240 0.18484 0.10808 0.003542 0.85176 0.64258 0.03523
130 230 0.17297 0.21253 0.003417 0.67201 0.25399 0.03149
140 220 0.18214 0.34664 0.003888 0.60689 1.05519 0.03347
150 210 0.15555 0.00000 0.003452 0.56272 0.00000 0.03094
160 200 0.15754 0.00000 0.003679 0.50882 0.11021 0.03178
170 190 0.15570 0.10760 0.003731 0.45450 1.95509 0.03241
180 180 0.14206 0.94140 0.003408 0.47168 0.00000 0.02969
Based on eq. (5) in text. Additional parameters are k8 = -0.73912; k9 =
0.99898; k10 = -0.000026515; k11 =10749; k12 = -0.027061; and k13 = 5.2826.
Both wind angles shown use the listed parameters. Applies to an emission
rate of 1 g km
-1 hr
-1.
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by:




,, exp[ ( )] [ exp[ ( )]
[e x
=− − + − − {} ×
−−
13 2 46 5 7
8
9 1p p( ( )][ exp( ( )] kV k kX k 10 11 12 13 1 −− − {}
(10)
where E is the emission rate (g km
-1 vehicle
-1). This
can be simplified slightly




,, exp[ ( )] [ exp[ ( )]
[e x
=− − + − − {} ×
−−
∗∗
13 2 6 5
8
9 1p p( ( )][ exp( ( )] kV k kX k 10 11 12 13 1 −− − {}
(11)
where k1*=k 1 k7 and k4*=k 4 k7, and where para-
meters k1*, k2,k 3,k 4*, k5,k 6 depend on the wind angle.
Estimated parameters are shown in Table 1. With these
parameters, eq. 11 predicts CO emissions (in ppm) for
roads at grade, receptor distances from 15 to 300 m
from the road, any wind angle, and traffic from 1,000 to
15,000 vehicles hr
-1. (To predict concentrations in μgm
-
3, parameters k1* and k2* are multiplied by 1322.)
Figure 4 provides a visual assessment of the perfor-
mance of the reduced-form model as compared to
CALINE4. The overall performance was very good, e.g.,
the average absolute relative error was only 4.1% and
there were only a few cases where errors exceed 15%
(Figure 4D). The largest percentage errors (15 - 30%)
were observed at distances under 30 m from the freeway
and wind speeds above > 8 m s
-1.S o m eo ft h i sc a nb e
seen in Figure 4A where the reduced-form model
slightly over-predicted concentrations at receptors very
close to the road (< 30 m) produced by wind angles of
90 and 100°C (winds parallel or nearly parallel to the
road). However, for all other conditions, the reduced-
form model neatly handled wind angle (Figure 4A),
wind speed (Figure 4B), and traffic volume (Figure 4C).
Evaluation at Allen Park
Figure 5 shows predicted and observed 24-hr CO con-
centrations at the Allen Park monitoring site. Consider-
ing the annual average, the model under-predicted the
average measured concentration (0.33 ppm) by 33%.
Considering 24-hr concentrations, 57% of predictions
fell within a factor of two of observations, and the corre-
lation coefficient was 0.33 between observed and pre-
dicted concentrations (n = 263). Model performance
improved somewhat by restricting the analysis to April
through October (thus omitting the colder months
when CO emissions are more variable, e.g., strongly
dependent on engine temperature). During this period,
the average under-prediction was 25%, 59% of the 24-hr
data was within a factor of two, and the correlation
coefficient was 0.39 (n = 134).
Both MOBILE6.2 and CALINE4 have had previous
and extensive analyses in much better controlled
settings that typically show better performance. For
example, Benson [11] describes three freeway studies,
including those using tracer gases that largely eliminated
uncertainties in the emission term, which gave 75% or
more of CALINE4 predictions within a factor of two, a
criterion sometimes used to define acceptable perfor-
mance. Predictions of PM2.5 involve more complexity
and larger uncertainties, especially regarding emission
factors [22], thus agreement will not be as good. Only a
few studies, which have been limited in extent, have
evaluated roadway models for PM2.5, and thus little
quantitative performance data are available. Tests at a
relatively flat suburban site gave reasonable perfor-
mance; performance deteriorated at a more complex
urban site with possible street canyon effects, due to tall
buildings, e.g., only 56% of predictions fell within the
factor-of-two envelope of the observations [23]. Addi-
tionally, some systematic biases have been noted in
CALINE4 and other roadway models, e.g., a tendency to
overpredict concentrations when on-road emissions are
low, and to underpredict when on-road emissions are
high [24].
The “fair” or “middling” performance of the model at
Allen Park can be explained by several factors. First,
w h i l ew eh a dh o u r l yt r a f f i cc o u n t s ,w eu s e dr e g i o n a l
estimates of the vehicle mix and age distribution, and
we did not account for highly emitting vehicles. This
leads to considerable uncertainty in emission factors.
Using vehicle mix estimates derived from the weight
categories in the PTR data did not substantially alter
results, but this also reduced the sample size since
Figure 5 Scatterplot of predicted versus observed 24-hour CO
concentrations at the Allen Park monitoring site in 2004. Solid
line shows 1:1 line; dashed lines show factor of two boundary.
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account for the “background” level of CO. While small,
this would explain some of the under-prediction. Third,
in reviewing the hourly data, it was apparent that con-
centrations in the early morning (midnight to 6 am) and
sometimes during the morning rush hour were consid-
erably under-predicted. This may be explained by back-
ground levels of CO, higher emissions when vehicles are
cold, nocturnal inversions, and stable atmospheric con-
d i t i o n s .T h eh o u r l yd a t aa l s os h o w e dt h a ta f t e r n o o n
rush hour concentrations were frequently over-pre-
dicted. Fourth, Gaussian plume models have a number
of well-known limitations, and they do not incorporate
the more recent developments in turbulence theory. As
a result, for example, hourly predictions sometimes
included “zero” concentrations that corresponded to
some of the more elevated CO measurements at Allen
Park. Last, the performance evaluation was limited in
t h a tw ee x a m i n e das i n g l es i t ew i t ham o d e r a t ea m o u n t
of missing data, and measurement noise, especially
important at the low CO levels encountered, was not
considered.
This evaluation does not constitute a full evaluation or
validation of the model. Rather, it demonstrates the type
of performance that can be expected in applications
where site-specific data are limited. For CO, we antici-
pate that long-term levels can be predicted reasonably
well, which gives a degree of confidence in both emis-
sion and dispersion sub-models. Short-term predictions
will be more uncertain. Performance for other pollutants
may be much more uncertain, particularly for PM2.5 due
to limitations in the emission estimates.
Detroit case study
Figure 6 locates the case study area. The modeled
1k m
2 area is primarily residential and contains two
major roads: M39 (Southfield Expressway) is a limited-
access 6-lane highway oriented nearly north-south
(R = 178°) with annual average daily traffic (AADT) of
144,600 vehicles day
-1; M5 (Grand River Boulevard) is
a 5-lane (including central turning lane) surface arter-
ial street with a diagonal alignment (R = 116°) and an
AADT of 30,500 vehicles day
-1 (SEMCOG 2005-6 traf-
fic counts). (The receptor grid is shown in the Addi-
tional file 1: figure S1.) Additional file 1: figure S3
show hour-by-hour volume on both roads, based on
midweek measurements (Tuesday through Thursdays)
in 2005 and 2006 at each site (two days in each direc-
tion). Both roads show distinct rush-hour periods,
although traffic volume remains relatively high from 7
am through about 8 pm. Additional file 1: figure S4
shows the vehicle mix through the day, based on typi-
cal weekday observations designed to represent free-
ways and arterials [19]. On freeways, the fraction of
Figure 6 Maps of case study area, including regional map of lower Michigan, Detroit area map, and local (modeled) area (1 km x 1.1
km) with two major roads: M39 (Southfield Expressway) and M5 (Grand River Blvd). UTM coordinates of local area: SW corner: (728,305 N,
208,752 E); NE corner: (729,404 N, 209,802 E). Lower part of the local area map shows two receptors (east and west of M39) used in the
longitudinal analysis.
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HDDV and LDV fractions are negatively correlated.
The highest HDDV fraction occurs early in the morn-
ing (4 - 5 am), although traffic is very light at this time
(0.51% of daily total). The estimated total volumes on
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays decrease by 23, 32
and 26%, respectively, from weekday values; for heavy
duty vehicles, the decrease is larger, 62, 73 and 49%,
respectively. The diurnal patterns on these days
changes from weekdays, e.g., the morning peak largely
disappears and there is an increase in late night and
early morning volumes (Additional file 1: figure S2).
Additional file 1: figure S5 shows estimated flows for
weekdays, Saturdays, Sundays and holiday periods.
We briefly focus on the 2006 meteorological data.
There were 688 hours of calms (when predictions were
not attempted). Most days had few if any hours of
calms (291 days had ≤3 hours of calms). The hourly
wind speed averaged 4.29 m s
-1 a n dr a n g e df r o m1 . 3t o
16.5 m s
-1 (calms excluded). Wind direction and speed
“roses” that show the probability and speed of winds in
16 sectors (each subtending 22.5°) are presented in Fig-
ure 7 for three cases: (a) all hours of the year; (b) the
morning (7 - 9 am) rush hour period; and (c) the eve-
ning (4 - 6 pm) rush hour period. In the morning, mod-
erate SW, SSW and WSW winds dominate (Figure 7b),
while in the afternoon, winds shift to the WNW and are
stronger; occasionally, moderate SSE and SE winds
Figure 7 Wind direction and speed plots for 2006 (all hours) and morning and afternoon rush hour periods.
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sented by the annual patterns (Figure 7a). Other trends
emerge when examining the lowest wind speeds that
can produce the highest concentrations. As shown in
Additional file 1: figures S6 - S8, which contrast winds
in the morning rush hour periods on the basis of speed,
the lightest winds (≤2.5 m s
-1) arise primarily from the
NNE and S sectors, directions not apparent in the
annual analyses. Strong seasonal patterns are shown in
Additional file 1: figures S9 - S12, e.g., winter is domi-
n a t e db yS Wa n dW N Ww i n d s ,s p r i n gw i t hW N W
winds, and summer with SW and light NNE. As
discussed below, such seasonal and diurnal patterns can
greatly influence concentration predictions.
Annual average CO concentrations for the case study
area show surprising symmetrical gradients about each
road (Figure 8A). Across the modeled domain, CO levels
averaged only 0.18 ppm (range from 0.03 to 1.15 ppm),
f a rb e l o wt h e8 - h rC Os t a n d a r do f9p p m .F o rP M 2.5,
concentrations averaged 0.39 μgm
-3 (range from 0.07 to
2.4 μgm
-3), also well below the annual standard of 15
μgm
-3 (Figure 8B). Even though the same traffic volume
and meteorology were used, PM2.5 produces a somewhat
different spatial pattern than CO due to differences in
Figure 8 Predicted concentrations across the case study area. A. Annual average CO concentration. B. Annual average PM2.5 concentration;
C. Worst-case CO day; D. Best-case CO day. M39 and GR (Grand River) are the modeled roads.
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of the PM2.5, as well as differences in truck volume
between the two roads. For both pollutants, concentra-
tion gradients are very steep. Compared to curbside
locations, for example, concentrations decreased by
about 50% for receptors 60 m from the road, 75% at
100 m, and 90% at 300 m. These distances vary some-
what, depending on road orientation and other factors.
Figures 8C and 8D show the “worst-case” and “best-
case” days for 24-hr CO concentrations in 2006. The
worst-case day was November 24, based on the highest
predicted 24-hr concentration averaged across the mod-
eled domain. On this Friday, the concentration averaged
0.54 ppm (range from 0.04 to 5.5 ppm at individual
receptors), and winds were from the S, very light and
often calm (average speed = 1.8 ± 0.6 m s
-1, excluding 9
hours of calm). Winds fell to 1.3 m s
-1 during the morn-
ing rush hour period. While not a predominant pattern,
similar conditions (S winds < 2.5 m s
-1)d u r i n gm o r n i n g
rush hour occurred for about 65 hr in 2006 (Additional
file 1: figure S7). Conversely, Figure 8D shows the “best-
case” day, June 17, based on the lowest average concen-
tration. On this Sunday, CO levels averaged 0.05 ppm
(range from 0.00 to 0.51 ppm), the S and W winds were
brisk (average 6.8 ± 2.5 m s
-1), and wind speeds further
increased during the peak traffic period (9.2 ± 0.9 m s
-1
from 10 am to 7 pm). Such periods are relatively com-
mon (supplemental Figure S8). For PM2.5,t h ew o r s t
case day was also November 24, 2006, and the concen-
tration averaged 1.08 μgm
-3 (range from 0.09 to 10.8 μg
m
-3); the best case day was February 5, 2006, another
S u n d a yw i t hb r i s k( 7 . 2±1 . 6ms
-1) WNW winds. In all
cases, the highest concentrations occurred near the
intersection of the two roads and were confined to a
narrow corridor along the freeway; unlike annual
averages, concentration patterns were highly asymmetri-
cal about the roads. These examples show the interplay
of meteorological and emission conditions in determin-
ing near road concentrations.
We examined trends of concentration predictions at
various receptors, and present results for CO at two
receptors located 50 m E and W of the (N-S) M-39
freeway (depicted on Figure 9). This analysis shows
several important features. The first concerns the dis-
tribution of short-term concentrations. While average
concentrations were higher at the E receptor (annual
average = 0.39 ± 0.26 ppm) compared to the W recep-
tor (0.33 ± 0.34 ppm), the distributions of 24-hr con-
centrations differed dramatically, e.g., the W receptor
had many zero concentrations (resulting when the
receptor was upwind of the freeway), but also the
highest concentrations (Figure 9). Similar results held
for the (NE-SW) arterial road. Thus, while long-term
concentrations were approximately symmetrically
distributed spatially, short-term concentrations at
receptors on opposite sides of the road were very dif-
ferent, and the highest concentrations occurred on the
“upwind” side due to infrequent, but low wind speeds.
A second important feature concerns temporal corre-
lation. 24-hr concentration at the two receptors on
either side of the freeway (M-39) were negatively corre-
lated, e.g., r = -0.53 for 24-hr averages and -0.28 for
5-day averages (Figure 10). Correlations were near zero
(r = 0.04), however, for 30 day averages. Comparable
results were found across the arterial road (M-5). In
contrast, concentrations at receptors on the same side
of the road were very highly and nearly perfectly corre-
lated (r ≈ 1.0). PM2.5 gave similar results except that the
correlations were stronger, especially at longer averaging
times, e.g., r = -0.42, -0.60, and -0.67 for 24-hr, 5-day
and 30-day running averages, respectively, for the M-39
receptors. This analysis shows limitations of proximity
Figure 9 Histogram of 24-hr CO concentration predictions for
2006 at receptors west (M39-153) and east (M39-157) of the
M39 freeway.
Figure 10 Trends of PM2.5 concentrations in 2006 at two
receptors west (M39-153) and east (M39-157) of the freeway.
24-hr concentrations shown as dots; lines show 5-day, and 30-day
running averages.
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cially important in time series models.
A third feature is that many receptors may occasion-
ally experience high concentrations. As examples, 98
th
percentile and worst-case 24-hr PM2.5 concentrations
are shown in Additional file 1: figure S13. This particu-
lar statistic is relevant for evaluating compliance with
the short-term PM2.5 standards in the U.S. National
Ambient Air Quality Standards. Across the modeled
domain, the 98
th percentile concentrations averaged 1.38
μgm
-3 (range from 0.20 to 10.8 μgm
-3), about three
times the annual average, and most receptors within
about 25 m of M-39 had levels above 5 μgm
-3.M a x i -
mum concentrations were about four times the annual
average. Note that the 98
th percentile concentrations
displayed do not occur simultaneously across the mod-
eled domain, rather, they represent the 24-hr concentra-
tion at that percentile for each receptor over the year.
PM2.5 predictions due to roadway emissions are small
relative to monitored concentrations, e.g., the annual
and 98
th percentile 24-hr averages in 2004 at Allen Park
were 15 and 37 μgm
-3, respectively, levels similar to
those measured at other Detroit area sites. The small
contribution from roadways is due to the dominance of
other emission sources, including long range transport
of PM2.5, and, as discussed later, potential underesti-
mates of PM2.5 emission factors from MOBILE6.2.
We give a final example of model use, motivated by
LUR models intended to portray long-term average con-
centrations, which have often been developed on the
basis of week-long monitoring campaigns. We estimate
the variation expected from the long-term (annual) aver-
age, based on PM2.5 predictions at receptors E and W of
M - 3 9i nt h eD e t r o i tc a s es t u d y ,a b s o l u t er e l a t i v ee r r o r
statistics, and all possible periods in 2006. For 1-week
monitoring periods, the error is 43% (range from 1 -
122%) for the W receptor, and 25% (1 - 96%) for the E
receptor. For 2-week periods, errors are 34% (2 - 81)
and 17% (0 - 47%) for W and E receptors, respectively.
LUR studies sometimes use multiple week-long mea-
surements in different seasons to estimate annual
averages. For sampling in two (opposite) seasons, the
average error is lowered to 26% (2 - 73%) and 18% (0 -
60%) for W and E receptors, respectively. Comparable
results are obtained at other sites and other pollutants.
As might be deduced from earlier results, greater varia-
bility results at the receptor that is downwind less fre-
quently. These results suggest that a seasonal sampling
strategy is superior to one that uses a longer sampling
period within a single season.
Discussion
In this paper, we adapted two widely used emission/dis-
persion models, MOBILE6.2 and CALINE4, into a
reduced-form model that is relatively simple and conve-
nient to use. In part, our motivation was to use this
model to estimate exposures in the context of an envir-
onmental epidemiology investigation. The approach also
seems applicable for hot-spot analyses, risk assessment,
GIS and urban planning applications, and traffic engi-
neering purposes. The model uses a modest number of
input variables to quickly generate predictions of ambi-
ent air pollutant concentrations that are comparable to
those of the “parent” models. Such process-based simu-
lation models enable the integration and synthesis of the
major determinants of near-road ambient air pollution
exposures: meteorology, vehicle emissions, and receptor
location.
Two case studies were used to demonstrate the mod-
el’s performance and the nature of near-road exposures,
and they show several important findings that may not
be well understood by exposure assessment practi-
tioners. The highest concentrations are most likely to
occur near intersections and downwind of major roads
during periods of unfavorable meteorology (e.g., low
wind speeds) and high emissions (e.g., weekday rush
hour). In the Detroit case studies, CO and PM2.5 con-
centrations attributable to roadway emissions were low
relative to air quality standards, however there are many
limitations to this analysis: background levels must be
added; PM2.5 emissions were significantly underesti-
mated (see below); and public health impacts of roadway
impacts appear large, based on the epidemiological evi-
dence. Concentration gradients are steep, and receptors
must be localized within 30 to 50 m to minimize errors.
Both hour-to-hour and day-to-day variation are signifi-
cant, and this variation results in unusual distributional
and correlation characteristics, e.g., strong negative cor-
relation for receptors on opposite sides of a road. We
suspect that these findings can be generalized to many
other locations, and they have important implications
for epidemiological and other studies. Linking traffic
volumes, vehicle emissions and dispersion models allows
prediction of pollution concentrations at specific loca-
tions and times of interest, allowing subject-specific
emission estimates.
The reduced-form model has limitations. First, we
recognize that this is a simplified model that shares all
the limitations of the underlying emission and disper-
sion models. For example, performance under very
light winds or complex topography is unlikely to be
accurate. Moreover, no predictions are made for calms,
a limitation common to Gaussian plume models. This
exclusion can result in significant errors and exposure
misclassification, especially if calms are frequent, espe-
cially during rush hour periods. In Detroit, calms are
relatively common is early morning, before the rush
hour traffic period, but typically there are several days
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morning rush hour (based on examining 2004 - 2006
data), and we note that the worst-case day in 2006
included 9 hours of calms. In such cases, no morning
prediction would be obtained, and the daily (24-hr)
prediction could be significantly biased downwards.
Imposing data completeness criteria, e.g., requiring
that each 24-hr prediction have complete (or nearly
complete) data, partially addresses this problem for
model validation studies, but may perpetuate biases in
epidemiological studies since exposure estimates for
those days with potentially the highest concentrations
are more likely to be omitted. Also, while MOBILE6.2
is a trip-based model considered to give reasonable
predictions at a regional scale, it yields only approxi-
mate predictions for specific vehicles and road seg-
ments since it does not account for microscale
features, e.g., specific vehicles, local temperatures, and
acceleration/deceleration/cruise patterns.
PM2.5 predictions are especially uncertain. Unlike
other pollutants, MOBILE6.2’s estimates of PM2.5
emissions do not depend on temperature and speed,
and recent tests indicate PM2.5 emission factors are
underestimated by more than 2.3 times for heavy-duty
diesel vehicles, and by 1.6 times for LDGVs and
trucks, [9,25,26] and an empirical analysis of Detroit
data shows even larger differences [27]. Recent work
to improve the roadway emission inventories and uti-
lize more sophisticated emission and dispersion mod-
els has begun, including MOVES and AERMOD that
should advance simulation modeling and result in
more accurate predictions [9]. In particular, MOVES
has several capabilities that should improve emission
estimates, e.g., with appropriate inputs it can provide
estimates at national, county and, most importantly to
the present application, project level scales, it incorpo-
rates substantial new emissions test data, and vehicle
classification is based on Federal Highway Administra-
tion’s system, which will facilitate the use of existing
highway activity information. Potentially, MOVES’ out-
puts can be incorporated into the reduced-form
model. Second, for simplicity, we omitted parameters
from the reduced-form model, including several that
are known to be important (e.g., road height), and sev-
eral that have moderate to marginal impacts (e.g., mix-
ing height and stability category). Third, while
predictions from the reduced-form model compare
favorably to those from MOBILE6.2/CALINE4, this
does not represent a validation of the model. Nor is
our comparison of predictions to measurements at
Allen Park a full evaluation, much less validation of
the model. Similarly, our second case study examining
the temporal and spatial patterns in Detroit does not
represent results drawn from a spatially-validated
model. Analyses using much more extensive, diverse,
and representative data are needed for purposes of
model validation. Fourth, the reduced-form model is
designed for simple road geometries, specifically,
straight segments. Curved roads cannot be repre-
sented, although this is unlikely to be important for
larger roads. Fifth, like any model, accurate input data
are needed to produce quality predictions. Finally,
while the reduced-form model yields a wide range of
outputs and is mechanistically-based, we do not have
direct evidence indicating whether its predictions are
better than much simpler measures, e.g., based on
proximity or short-term wind measurements.
Conclusions
After a thorough sensitivity analysis of the “parent” mod-
els MOBILE6.2 and CALINE4 to identify key parameters
and inputs, we developed an efficient reduced-form
model that simulates vehicle emissions and dispersion
near roads. The application of this model in a real-world
setting showed general agreement with monitored CO
levels, although annual levels were under-predicted and
the correlation between hourly and 24-hr predictions
with measurements was only fair. These results are quite
typical for uncontrolled field settings. In the second case
study, we show that while the long term concentration
gradients around roads were roughly symmetrical, this
did not apply to short-term concentrations. This has
important implications for monitoring campaigns aimed
at characterizing pollutant levels near roads, for example,
errors in estimating long-term concentrations from
short-term measurements can be large, especially for
upwind receptors. It also suggests that sampling during
multiple seasons is preferable to extending the sampling
period in a season, and that the variability is dependent
on receptor location. Moreover, we saw strong negative
correlation between short-term concentrations, e.g.,
24-hr averages, for receptors on opposite sites of the
road. Exposure assessments as well as LUR models can
be improved by accounting for such variation
The reduced-form model facilitates a number of ana-
lyses. We anticipate applications deriving exposure esti-
mates in epidemiological investigations examining the
association between traffic-related pollutants and health
effects, as well as in health risk assessments. Because it
is computationally efficient, the reduced-form model
might be used in Monte Carlo analyses, a way to
address uncertainties in input parameters. The model
also can help evaluate sampling designs intended to esti-
mate means and other statistics, e.g., determining the
appropriate number of monitoring sites or sampling
periods.
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